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This paper analyses how the theme of hate depicted in Orwell’s dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four has been transformed in representations – from the BBC’s live television production by Nigel Kneale and Rudolf Cartier, in 1954, to Ridley Scott’s commercial for Apple computers in 1984. It goes on to consider the significance of artist Terry Flaxton’s video that was shot separately on the set and the meanings to be drawn from the interviews with east London skinheads who took part in the group-hate scene. The paper argues that Orwell’s dystopian vision offers an inspiration for understanding how the nature of hate has changed from individual performance in community assemblies and mass rallies to what might be defined as an ‘aggregation of behaviours’. The hate of today is not to be found on television, in advertising campaigns or festival documentaries but in Twitter storms and social media bullying.
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The horrible thing about the Two Minutes Hate was not that one was obliged to play a part but, on the contrary, that it was impossible to avoid joining in (Orwell 1998 [1949]: 16).
 t
Introduction
In 1984, Apple Computers launched the Mac with an advertisement screened at the half-time break in the Super Bowl, traditionally the most-watched and most expensive commercial break in US broadcasting. The commercial was shot by the Hollywood director Ridley Scott on the theme ‘Why 1984 won't be like 1984’, using visual motifs from Orwell’s novel. Hired to shoot the making-of a documentary for this expensive production, Terry Flaxton created an artist’s video from the footage shot on set, including disturbing interviews with the East End skinheads hired as extras for the group-hate sequence. Viewed alongside the BBC’s 1954 Sunday Night Theatre production, written by Nigel Kneale and directed by Rudolf Cartier (who also teamed up for three series of Quatermass, a celebrated BBC science fiction series first broadcast in 1953), Scott’s commercial and Flaxton's meta-documentary can help us explore how hatred has evolved – through the experiences of colonialism and conflict, as reflected on by Orwell during his sojourn on the remote Scottish island of Jura between 1947 and 1948, and the Cold War to Thatcher’s Britain and beyond. Precisely because it is not the last word on the matter, Orwell's mythos has retained the power to anatomise hatred into the present century.

Orwell and the Cold War
Recruiting Orwell for the ideological flank of the Cold War was not difficult, but limited. His vision of Airstrip One better placed with Horkheimer and Adorno’s (1973) ‘administered society’ and Arendt’s (1958) ‘totalitarianism’ in reckoning Hitler's Nazism as only an extreme form of more pervasive triumph: that of instrumental rationality whose outlines the Germans fleshed out from pencilled outlines in Weber's studies of bureaucracy (1946) and Simmel’s of the metropolis (1950). The risk of this reading is that it converts a specific historical conjuncture into a permanent and universal modern condition.

Alternatively, from today’s perspective, if we restrict our understanding of Nineteen Eighty-Four to a parable about Stalinism or see it as a critique of the emergent welfare state bureaucracy and the post-war consensus, we reduce it to a period piece and are left without an explanation for its lasting power as an evocation of oppression and resistance. This is by no means to decry the value of historical scholarship around Orwell's life and his intellectual and political formation: his experience of colonialism in Burma and with the down-and-outs in Paris and London and his state of mind while he was seriously ill on Jura between 1947 and 1948. There may well be something of the memories of Eton, the discipline of the colonial policeman and the anarchism of POUM (the Spanish militia alongside whom he fought during the Spanish civil war) which all helped form Orwell the journalist, the extraordinary interpreter of his own time. 

Orwell's novels are unimaginable without taking into account his career in journalism. Nineteen Eighty-Four extends beyond its own time paradoxically because it captures the immediate post-war mood so profoundly. The current rhetoric about ‘alternative facts’ and the pressing issue of post-truth journalism can both be usefully understood in the context of Orwell’s notion of newspeak: the language of the totalitarian state of Oceania, constantly at war with either Eurasia or Eastasia. One of Orwell's enduring images is of his anti-hero Winston Smith hiding from the all-seeing telescreen to practise the forbidden and write his diary. Indeed, to what extent do the hysterical propaganda broadcasts of Goebbels, Lord Haw Haw and Ezra Pound anticipate the Two Minutes Hate?

Orwell's Media Theory
In Airstrip One, television is a two-way medium – as it had been imagined in pre-war films from Maurice Elvey’s 1927 silent High Treason to the W.C. Fields vehicle International House (1933). Orwell makes the two-way communication the state’s gateway into the private lives of its citizens. Yet today, the greatest threat of surveillance comes from private corporations and the corporate media, not the state (Elmer 2004). When Orwell wrote in the middle of the last century, the state was the dominant instrument of exploitation, oppression and terror. Today that role has been taken over by the market and private businesses. Nonetheless, Orwell was right to stress that the mobilisation of hate is a core function of media and equally that the media do not originate hate. Orwell, instead, insists that media organise hate. In the novel, as in many of its screen interpretations, the representation of the Two Minutes Hate is terrifying. But hate is not confined to that event – it still lies in Winston’s tortured soul that Orwell anatomises, most chillingly in his fantasy of raping and wanting to kill Julia. 

In the novel, Orwell emphasises the power of the image, of montage and proto-subliminal cross fades of Emmanuel Goldstein (the Enemy No. 1) with the image of a sheep and then a soldier attacking. Cartier’s staging on the contrary emphasises the verbal, especially the slogans (War is peace, Freedom is slavery, Ignorance is strength) that Orwell dwelt on whose force disappears under their repetition. Winston writing obsessively ‘Down with Big Brother’ in his diary is authentic because it is the physical expression of his inmost thought. Its opposite is the inauthentic and disembodied transmission of the Ingsoc propaganda constantly beamed into his cabbage-smelling flat. [Fig 1] The Two Minutes Hate of the BBC dramatisation is conducted in a dim room illuminated only by the telescreen, with a handful of co-workers on rows of unfixed, utility chairs. The Nigel Kneale/Rudolph Cartier BBC adaptation captures all the drabness of post-war austerity Britain and the claustrophobia of small communities where everyone watches everyone else – a surveillance culture all the more threatening because of its familiarity and domestication. 

Hate from Community to Mass
True to Orwell, Cartier’s cross cut from the mounting cries of hatred to the soldier firing into the telescreen lens makes its point: television has the power to ignite hate. Yet it is also clear that this hatred is not new. Both novel and script emphasise that the hate is already there, waiting for the sanction that will allow it to erupt; even to the point that Winston can always direct his hatred. To play on a truism of media theory, media cannot tell us what to think but they do instruct us on how to think. 

The hate we witness in both novel and BBC adaptation belongs to what Tönnies (1955), one of the founding fathers of sociology, referred to as Gemeinschaft: the community of shared traditions and values that he feared had disappeared in the urbanisations of the late 19th century. It was just such a community that was rediscovered by Orwell's contemporaries: the mid-century anthropology of Mass Observation (1943), in the autobiographical writings of Richard Hoggart (1957) and in the working class histories of communists such as E. P. Thompson (1963). Hannah Arendt (1965), in the wake of the Eichmann trial, would coin exactly the term for this mode of hate born of proximity, common values and self-surveillance: the banality of evil. The hate is communal, not mass: that is why it was impossible not to join in – in 1948 or 1954. 

Thirty years later, with Churchill replaced as PM by Thatcher, hate had changed shape. Tönnies' communal Gemeinschaft gives way to Gesellschaft: the mass society. Historian and political philosopher Michel Foucault (2000) offers a subtle distinction between two forms of mass society; disciplinary societies – which encourage each member to internalise its rules through perpetual fear of observation – and biopolitical societies in which human life processes are managed under regimes of authority over knowledge, power and the processes of subjectivity. The difference is visible in the change from omnipresent enforcement of norms by constant pressure to conform in the 1954 version to the mass spectacle of Michael Radford's 1984 feature film adaptation [Fig 2]. In many respects, Radford's account of the Two Minutes Hate – despite being much closer to the letter of the novel – is misleading in its totalitarian setting, both in relation to Orwell's enclosed community of haters and in relation to Thatcher's Britain which prioritised the rolling back of the state. 

Also in 1984, Ridley Scott (who had sprung to prominence with the 1982 release of his dystopian Blade Runner) was commissioned to direct an advertisement to accompany the release of the Apple Mac personal computer. The ad would be aired in a break in the Super Bowl, then the most expensive airtime on American TV [Fig 3]. The ad is listed as one of the top commercials of all time and regarded as a watershed in the industry. As a vast crowd of shaven-headed proles moan in unison, a rainbow-dressed woman races into the arena, hurling a hammer into the totalitarian screen to smash it. The tagline – ‘Why 1984 won't be like 1984’ – promoted the myth of Apple's ‘brave little creative culture’ smashing the tyranny of IBM and Microsoft and helped define its brand for decades to come. In the advert, the neoliberal ethos of Radford’s film meets the new paradigm of creative industries, soon to be institutionalised in Silicon Fen (the region around Cambridge housing a large cluster of high-tech businesses) and Old Street’s Silicon Roundabout (the home of numerous web companies in East London). In 1984, neither the revolution nor even the entrepreneurial individual would smash the state: rather it was the brand. 

Hate and Individualism
But we have not yet arrived at the most telling version of 1984 in 1984. Hired to shoot the making-of the film by agency Chiat/Day, cinematographer and video artist Terry Flaxton recorded interviews with the East End skinheads hired as extras for Scott’s shoot. [Fig 4] In Prisoners, the video he made from this material, Flaxton catches the underlying hatred of the skinheads in the looped comment: ‘We want what we want.’ This is not the mass-orchestrated hate of the advertisement (or Radford’s film) but the terrible truth of the street hatred encouraged by Thatcher’s individualist, anti-communitarian drive towards a property-owning democracy. Here the unleashing of anti-state energies turns towards blaming the victims of emergent neo-liberalism: the neighbourhood poor always easier to blame than the invisible and anonymous beneficiaries of Thatcherite tax breaks and deregulation. 

Flaxton has mixed sympathies: the skinheads’ blunt embrace of offensive language and indecent attitudes is the decaying refusenik attitude of a community under siege. Ernesto Laclau (2005) argues that populist movements are neither outbursts of blind rage nor symptoms of demagoguery but expressions of genuine needs that the existing polity fails or refuses to meet. It is these real needs that the demagogue articulates in political movements that are both destructive howls of collective wrath and fierce critiques of entrenched power. At the same time, the anarchy of skinhead hate is significantly (mis)guided into racism and gendered expletives. This hyper-masculine hatred arose in response to Thatcher’s deliberate attack on the working class and the creation of mass unemployment. 

David Widgery’s 1986 book tracing the history of Rock Against Racism begins with a chilling description of the wounds received by a middle aged Asian man at the hands of a National Front mob. This street hate is real – so very different from the mythical, Nuremberg-like scenes in Radford and Scott’s evocations of the Two Minutes Hate. Thatcherism had already begun those surgical interventions that would end the post-war consensus and attack the welfare state on the basis of the neo-Darwinian individualist ideology of neo-liberalism. This enforced individualist ethos structures the uniformity of dress and haircut, the homosociality, and the inchoate racist and sexist rage of these young working class men: ironically the first to suffer from both the wreckage of welfare state solidarity and the brutal assertion of individualism. 

Scott imagined the Two Minutes Hate as a Roman spectacle, a spectacle of imperial might over the souls of the slaves. Curiously, given Orwell’s description of the event which both men and women attend (followed by Cartier and with even greater fidelity by Radford), Scott’s imperial spectacle of a regimented mass is entirely male (leaving both the heroine and the product to be cast as feminine). In Foucault’s world, as in Orwell’s, each citizen internalises the demands of authority and, as a result, ubiquitous surveillance becomes commonplace and internalised as self-surveillance. 

The Future of Hate
If we look today for the Two Minutes Hate, we do not find it on television, advertising nor even in documentary. We look for it in Twitter storms and macho, social media bullying. Here again we find a kind of nostalgia: for the myth of individualism ‘when a man could stand four square, putting his body on the line’. It’s the myth of masculinity acted out by shock jocks and Fleet Street columnists nostalgic for the residual authenticity of the skins, even though that was itself a nostalgic recreation of some earlier, more Gemeinschaftlich social cohesion. Contemporary hate no longer places each man's body at risk. It is conducted at a distance, on keypads and monitors, minimal physical gestures of fingers and eyes that risk no physical retaliation. Even the men involved in mass shootings or suicide bombings are denied the scars to prove their manliness because no body is left. The body now is a remnant. It is disposable, no longer wagered as Pascal wagered his soul on the existence of God. 

Contemporary hate is no longer mass performance of allegiance, communal performance of consolidated norms or individuated performance of a lost authenticity. The desperate ‘look at me look at me’ plea of the right-wing Breitbart News Network and Trumpism is nostalgic for a lost masculinity. As the nuclear family, heir to the communal extended kinship group, collapsed under the pressures of consumerism in the 1960s, so the individual, cursed with the burdens of responsibility under neoliberalism, is beginning to fall apart – leading to the epidemics of mental illness we are now witnessing. The obligations to consume and communicate have superseded older eras of productive and service economies (see, among others, Brown 2015, Dean 2009 and Harvey 2010). Pursuing the logic of the division of labour into the digital age, the search engines, social media platforms, news aggregators and microblogs that dominate the emergent economy collect, collate, curate and commercialise micro-gestures on touchscreens, GPS trackers and health-monitoring apps. The individual disappears in this cloud of data. What is of interest is no longer the individual but behaviours.

This is no surprise to data scientists, bemused at the idea that the self has even a residual part in this network of mass connectivity. Like the extended and nuclear families, the individual is now a residue of older social organisations: an appendix left behind by evolution. Hate today does not look like the assembled workmates of 1954, and certainly not the mass rally of Nineteen Eighty-Four. Even when the Trump and Le Pen rallies seek to capture today’s hatred, they do so perpetually in nostalgic mode, mixing the demands for an authoritarian emperor, a normative community and savage individualism simultaneously. 

In place of mass, community or individual hatred, today it is transformed into an aggregation of behaviours. The ‘I’ that tweets is a person, good or bad, but they are insignificant in the eyes of the databases that count and account for interactions. Only the hateful tweet, the gesture of hatred, a moment of behaviour, counts. The next tweet from the same account may be about rabbits or cooking tips. This is not because brutality is psychologically twinned with sentimentality. Today, the flick of two fingers, the cuddling of bunnies and the hints on baking do not add up to a whole: they are discrete behaviours linked by ‘likes’ and ‘shares’ to other similar behaviours into nodes formed not of individuals or communities but effervescent trends. 

Hate, Orwell teaches us, is an instrument of rule that works because it reaches into the unhappy soul and invites it to spit out its bile. Winston can even hate Big Brother, but he has no choice about hate itself. In Orwell's novel, hate is compulsory and compulsorily public, while love must be kept secret. The inference is that in a healthy world, love is public while hate is ashamed of itself. Hate in that case is the most intimate of emotions. 

In this brief history of hate, for all its changing operations, Orwell's analysis still holds. True power lies not in directing the bile but in permitting, encouraging, demanding it. In the face of the emergent mass society, Orwell promoted the notion of the free individual. Like Winston’s discovery that he can hate Big Brother, and paralleling Fanon’s anti-colonial plea for hatred as a necessary tool of liberation (1961), we may still need to mobilise hate in some new way to explode once more the shackles of our contemporary corporate Big Brother in order to discover some future form of love. 
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